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Phonetically spelled pronunciation guide

This guide will help you understand and use the pronunciation symbols found in the Oxford Advanced Student Dictionary and the Oxford Dictionary of Academic English. Conuit p pen /pen/ b bad /bæd/ t tea /ti啦/ d did /d啦d/ k cat /kæt/ / from the zoo /zu啦/ ð shoe /сu啦/ 啦 vision /啦啦n/ h hat /hæt/ m man /mæn/ n now /naʊ/ if vo vo vo vo
vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vouchements sound directly at the beginning of the next word, how far away it is; otherwise /r/ is omitted. In the case of American English, all .r/ sounds should be pronounced. /x/ represents fricative sound as in /l-x/ for Scottish lake, Irish lough. Vowels and diphthongs iː see /siː/ i happy /ˈhæpi/ ɪ sit /sɪt/ e
bed /bed/ æ cat /kæt/ ɑː father /ˈfɑːðə(r)/ ɒ got /ɡɒt/ (British English) ɔː saw /sɔː/ ʊ put /pʊt/ u actual /ˈæktʃuəl/ uː too /tuː/ ʌ cup /kʌp/ ɜː fur /fɜː(r)/ ə about /əˈbaʊt/ eɪ say /seɪ/ əʊ go /ɡəʊ/ aɪ my /maɪ/ ɔɪ boy /bɔɪ/ aʊ now /naʊ/ ɪə near /nɪə(r)/ (British English) eə hair /heə(r)/ (British English) ʊə pure /pjʊə(r)/ (British English) Nasalized vowels,
marked with /˜/, may be retained in certain words taken from French, as in penchant /ˈpɒ̃ʃɒ̃/. While represented by the same symbols in the dictionary, some vocabulary and diphtheria vary in quality between British and American English. Those pronunciations are the pronunciation of younger speakers of mainstream or unmarked received
pronunciations (British English) and General or Network American. These models represent accents that are widely taught and easily recognizable as British or American. They allow clear communication, are not old-fashioned or strongly regional and are acceptable in formal and informal situations. The pronunciation given between the
slash / ðð啦 / are overwritten widely, using the telephone system. This means that international phonetic alphabet symbols are used to represent sounds and functions that distinguish one word from another in English. If the symbols are easily treated as sounds, the speaker will be clearly understood – words such as /kæp/ and cup /k啦p/
will not be confused. A more advanced student will understand that these symbols (phonetics) represent groups of related English sounds (allophones) and that the choice of symbols follows a long tradition of teaching and represents English pronunciation in this way. Wide access to transcription is accompanied by selective access to
variant pronunciation. For example, the transcripts clearly show that the vouche language /1/ occurs only in British English, whereas American pronunciation is usually /啦/ or /19/ instead. For these words there is some variation between / 啦啦 / and / 啦啦 / among speakers of American English, but only one such pronunciation is given.
Some variant pronunciations are special use /i/ and /u/ (without length mark /啦/). /i/ represents weak vo vo vo vo vo vouches, which may sound either /i啦/ or /啦/ or compromise between them. The sequence /i啦/ can be pronounced /j啦/, so the volume can be /啦ju啦ni啦n/ or /啦ju啦nj啦n/. In the same way ,u/ represents weak vo vo vo
vo vo vo vo vouches between /u啦/ and /ʊ/. If followed by conprompted sound can be pronounced as /啦/, and sequence / u啦 / can be pronounced / w啦 / , as in fact / 啦æktu啦l, 啦ktækt啦w啦l /. Further information on pronunciation may be given in square brackets [啦la啦k ðððs], with a reference more specifically to the sounds in the
IPA chart. This narrow transcript is useful for representing pronunciations or sounds that are not British or American, such as east African pronunciation [boma] given on the boma. Allophones can be shown by looking at /t/phoneme. In addition to [t] /t/ phoneme, it also contains tap [1] and glottal stop sounds [1], which are used in certain
contexts. The tap sound is very similar to /d/ in the slider. It is widely used by American speakers when/t/is between two vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vo vouches and the other vo vo vo vo vo vo vouchers are not stressed out, as in the writer. Both British and American speakers sometimes use glottal stop [啦] (momentary tight closing
of vocal cords) for / t / in words like football / ˈfʊtbɔːl / and button / Use glottal stop for /t/ in these positions is more common and widely accepted than its use among vouchers than in water. Such considerations are not limited to /t/ phoneme. For example, /l/ phoneme includes a clear [l] sound for words such as /la啦k/ (where /l/ is in front of
or between vo vo vo voulires) and dark [1] sound for positions other than /fʊl/ or milk /m啦lk/. The audio files that accompany our phonetic transcriptions are designed to complement phonetic transcriptions and demonstrate these details. Sounds /l/ and /n/ can often be curricula – that is, they can form a syllable themselves. They may have
thought they were a sequence of [啦l] or [啦n]. There is a outline / l / at the end of the final / 啦fa啦nl / but for clarity schwa / 啦 / is shown in the transcript finally / 啦fa啦n啦li / so that is not confused with gently / Some pronunciations are marked as strong or weak forms. The first pronunciation mentioned above usually represents the most
commonly used, but where a strong form is indicated, it should be used when the word is stressed. A strong form is also usually used when the word is at the end of a sentence. For example: Can you /k啦n/ help you? I will help if I can / kæn / . Stress is very important in English - it can be used to distinguish the meaning of similarly
sounding words, compounds, phrase verbs and idioms. The stress patterns in our dictionaries allow the student to sound natural and clearly communicate their intended meaning. Tag / 啦 / shows the main stress - compare able / 啦e啦bl / , emphasized on the first slabike, and the ability / 啦b啦l啦ti / stressed on the second. A syllables is
relatively loud, long in duration, said clearly and clearly, and distinct on the pitch voice. The stressed syllable usually does not contain faint vo vo vo vo vo vo vouches /啦/, /i/ or /u/. Longer transcriptions may have one or more secondary stresses before the main stress. These are marked /啦/ as abbreviated /啦bri啦啦啦啦啦啦/ and
agricultural /ˌæɡrɪˈkʌltʃərəl/. They feel like beating in rhythm leads to major stress. Weak tension after sexual stress can sometimes be heard, but they are not marked in our dictionaries. A word or compound that has two stresses in its dictionary form may show a shift in stress when used in a sentence. For example, the adjective has a
major emphasis on the familiar, but in a sentence known or known, the main stress is moved to the noun that follows. In oxford's advanced student dictionary, you'll find a more complete discussion of how pronunciation is given. – Hayley Ostrega, Linguistic research and data collaborator. What's in the name? Societies are becoming more
diverse and thank goodness we have come to an era in which individual authenticity is celebrated. It can come in the form of their hobbies, interests and fashion; hipster culture is in! What about the individual difference we got at birth? Exactly: our name! In Shakespeare's play, Romeo and Juliet, Juliet famously calls What's in the Name?
That's what we're answering, it's our language, heritage and culture. In fact, our name can shape our lives. Discussed in an article in The New Yorker, recent research suggests that our names may affect our grades in school, the profession, who we take, where we live... the list continues. When the lack of effort in pronouncing someone's
name is correct, there can be long-term consequences. As Gerardo Ochoa put it in his TedTalk when he was called Jerry during his 5th-grade roll call, not only did [the teacher] change my name, but the rest of my life. Our names are our identity. People with heavy names should not give up to meet others! In an interview with actress
Uzoamaka Abuda, she recalled asking her mother to change her name to Zoe. For crying out loud: singer and businesswoman Rihanna has been active since 2005, but only recently have we started pronouncing her name correctly! It's ree-AH-no and not ree-AW-no: her song What's My Name was a cry for help! Ignorance must stop.
Come on, do it for Rihanna! Spelling: Not the best starting point To spell names correctly, using name spelling can be risky. If there's one golden rule to name pronunciation, it's this: never trust spelling. Spelling is a bully who is just about to deceive us. There are exceptions to this, i.e. languages that comply with their spelling rules. Try
pronouncing Italian Vittorio and Elena or Spanish Pablo and Alba; in addition to a foreign accent, you can be quite accurate in pronunciation. But the ABC is not always easy, as there are many languages that do not use the Roman alphabet (A, B, C, ... X, Y, Z) and their transcriptions (a.k.a., its Roman alphabet approximation) lack subtle
nuances in pronunciation. Even English, a language that uses the Roman alphabet, is known for being a spelling disaster. Of course, English is one of the few languages that has spelling bee! Enter: Phonetic spelling If spelling is a bully and we are a victim, NameShouts is a cool kid who stands behind us and saves the day. We
understand how important it is to correctly name pronunciation to reduce teasing in the classroom. It can also help you land your dream job at an international company, make an important deal with foreign customers, and of course, be a polite individual who is respectful to the identity of others. Every name in our database has an audio
recording of its pronunciation and phonetic respelling. He is spelling a name that represents pronunciation. For example, the phonetic respelling of Irish Mairead and Seamus is respectively muh-reyd and shey-mus. Quite useful when the name pronunciation doesn't resemble its spelling much, right? We planned to use our phonetic
respelling as a simplified help for the recording process. However, after talking to hundreds of our customers, we learned users enjoyed the simplicity of phonetic respelling and used it even more than recordings! This was our time to take it up a notch. How to get in with a little help... from IPA we wanted to create a simple, intuitive tool
made available to users who can't use sound, are hard-of-hearing, or just need quick guidance. To do this, we searched for a tutorial from the speech sound bible: one and only IPA. The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) consists of all phonetic motifs (speech sounds, i.e. what people are able to produce) that exist in world languages.
For example, the fonet [i] represents ee sound (both in happy and cookie) and [啦] sh sound (as in posh and cook). Each language uses a subset of phone motifs, and not all languages use the same subset. Linguists, lexicographers, speech pathologists and other related experts use IPA to easily talk about speech sounds and not to use
language-specific pronunciation rules. At NameShouts, we use IPA when creating phonetic respellings for each name in our database. These are standardized and created according to the spelling rules of each language. For example, if you are staying at Walter's Airbnb for your next trip to Germany, our respelling guide advises you to
call it val-tah. If it's Alejandra in Mexico, our respelling guide suggests you call it ah-leh-han-drah. ah-leh-han-drah.
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